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“Learning from Alexander and Miriam”

When one of our sacred texts repeats a line, we know we’re being called to pay attention. We believe the
repetition is meaningful, encapsulating some core message.

“No one even answered.” That is the line that repeats in one of my sacred texts, Alexander and the Terrible,
Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day, by Judith Viorst, illustrated by Ray Cruz.

If you don’t know the book, it tells the story of a terrible, horrible, no good, very bad day in the life of a boy,
perhaps five years old. And it’s rough. One thing after another goes wrong. In the morning carpool he says, “‘If
I don’t get a seat by the window, I am going to be carsick!’ No one even answered.” By late afternoon, after a
hard day at school and a disastrous trip to the dentist, he actually tells his mother and two older brothers, “‘I am
having a terrible, horrible, no good, very bad day!’ No one even answered.”

On one level, of course, the book is speaking to the child who is hearing it read aloud, reassuring them that
sometimes bad days happen and it’s ok, it’s not the end of the world. But on another level, the book is
speaking to the grown-up who is reading it aloud–as all good picture books do–and sending a more subtle
message.

What makes the difference between a bad day and one that is terrible, horrible, no good, and very bad? Judith
Viorst–who happens to be Jewish–is teaching that the difference lies in whether or not someone else sees your
pain and responds to it.

Yom Kippur is a natural time for us to pause and take stock of the year just past, its pains and its joys. Here in
our community, we had a very good year. We davened together every Shabbat morning, even during Covid
surges; we ate and learned together, and yet none of those gatherings was a super-spreader event –ptoo ptoo
ptoo. We welcomed two new babies into our community, celebrated three b’nei mitzvah, and sent our first
teenager in several years off to college–a real milestone for a community that for a long time has had mostly
young families and older adults. We were able to vaccinate our children against Covid, including babies as
young as six months old. Sophie Weber celebrated her 90th birthday, and we celebrated our 100th birthday as
a community with this beautiful new parochet on the Ark.

But in the world outside FJC, things have been rough. In fact, by most measures, I would be forced to conclude
we had a terrible, horrible, no good, very bad year. Roe was overturned. The war in Ukraine rages on. We
suffered one mass shooting after another, on a scale that boggles the mind and plays tricks on our capacity to
even remember: Buffalo, Uvalde, Highland Park. Police shootings of unarmed Black people continued,
seemingly unabated. Inflation was high. A gunman took Jews hostages in a synagogue in Colleyville, Texas.
The Israeli government collapsed, setting up the fifth election in three years later this fall. Covid continues, and
as our society gets tired of taking precautions, those who are most at risk have felt increasingly isolated and
abandoned. Just last week, Hurricane Ian pounded parts of the Caribbean and Florida, leaving immense
destruction in its wake. I could go on and on.



It wasn’t all doom and gloom. Our government passed the most significant climate change legislation ever in
this country, which puts us back on a path towards having a chance at beating the climate crisis and for the first
time in a while makes me feel hopeful. That blessing was ever sweeter for being so unexpected.

So where does that leave us now, with the year 5783 barely ten days old? I feel that we are on the edge of a
precipice, not knowing what comes next. More good news, to show the tide is turning? We can hope. More bad
news, because in our hearts we worry that’s the general trend? The possibility is palpable. We know there will
be both good and bad in this coming year; what remains unknown is the proportions.

What is true about a day is true about a year. If we worry that the year ahead might be terrible, horrible, no
good, and very bad, then we need to prepare ourselves for how we will cope. Having someone witness our
pain and answer when we cry out will go a long way towards transforming sorrow that breaks us into sorrow
we can bear.

We can get this witness, this answer, from two directions: from God and from each other.

Let’s talk about God first because, ironically, I think that demands less of us. In the last line of Avinu Malkeinu,
the one we sing over and over again, we say, “Avinu Malkeinu, choneinu v’aneinu.” Our Father, our Sovereign,
grant us grace and answer us.

What do we even mean by that?

To expand the range of possible answers, let’s look at the piyyut, the liturgical poem, Mi She’Anah, which we
sing later tonight towards the end of the repetition of the Amidah. It lists various biblical figures, with a refrain
that exhorts God to answer us as God answered them. The version in our machzor has been updated to
include women as well as men. Some of the episodes, like Moses at the Red Sea or Sarah getting pregnant at
the age of 90, are clearly miraculous–not the sort of answer I look for today. But others, like God helping
Joseph interpret dreams in the Egyptian jail or supporting the Hebrew midwives, are much more subtle and
internal. They’re compatible with the scientific worldview we generally have today. If we open ourselves to the
possibility that God hears our prayers and answers them in nuanced, mature ways, we grant ourselves access
to a powerful toolkit of emotional and spiritual support.

Let me take us on a short tangent, which I promise will make sense in under a minute. This year, I got to learn
a bit about a framework for organizational change called Theory U, developed by social scientists at MIT. Most
of it didn’t make much sense to me, but I took away one piece that felt deeply spiritual. Theory U identifies four
kinds of conversations that people have, and in each of them silence plays a different role. There’s ordinary
chitchat, which they call downloading, where silence is awkward. There’s debate, where we use silence to
prepare our next, more convincing argument. There’s dialogue, where silence is reflective, time for processing.
And then there’s something they call generative, which is really hard to define, but is basically a hard-to-reach
level where your conversation becomes more than the sum of its parts, where the group taps into a creative
source and something new breaks through. And in a generative conversation, Theory U teaches, silence is
sacred.

If the answer we’re looking for from God comes in the form of chitchat, debate, or dialogue, we’re going to be
disappointed. I don’t believe God speaks in those modes anymore. But if the conversation we imagine
ourselves having with God is generative, given to flashes of insight and moments of shifted or expanded
consciousness, we may find ourselves feeling supported even through silence.



As I said earlier, seeking a response from God may be the easier side of the coin because it only requires
internal work. If we choose to believe, choose to look for this kind of response, we’re halfway there. To respond
to each other requires both internal work and external relationship. When we’re isolated, everything feels
worse. When another person sees our pain and can answer it–even if they can’t do a damned thing to change
the material circumstances of our lives–we can better bear that pain.

From God, what we can mostly expect is a listening silence. From each other, we have to go a step further and
expect speech.

I want to illustrate this with another moment of standing on a precipice: the crossing of the Red Sea, which also
happens to be one of the biblical stories lifted up in Mi She’Anah. Here’s a moment, perhaps like our own in
some ways, that combines joy and redemption with terror and uncertainty. Standing on the seashore after the
Israelites had crossed and the Egyptians had been drowned, we read, “Az yashir Moshe u’bnei Yisrael et
hashirah hazot l’Adonai vayomru lemor: Ashira l’Adonai ki ga’o ga’ah...” Translating hyperliterally: Then Moses
and the Israelites, he sang this song to God, saying: I will sing to God, for God has triumphed gloriously. Notice
the repetition of the singular verbs, “he sang” and “I,” not “they sang” and “we.” The most generous reading of
that singular verb is that the people and Moses were united as one. A more skeptical reader might suggest that
Moses sang his song to God, with whom he had a unique relationship unlike any other human being. He didn’t
really notice what the Israelites around him might feel or need, and they did their best to follow along, without
any help from Moses.

And then, immediately after the song, we read, “Then Miriam the prophet, Aaron’s sister, picked up a
hand-drum, and all the women went out after her in dance with hand-drums. And Miriam answered them:
Sing to God, for God has triumphed gloriously…” The Torah chooses the same root anah, answer, that we say
in Avinu Malkeinu, to describe Miriam’s leadership. She and the women say exactly the same words as Moses
and the men, but in the plural form: shiru, y’all sing, speaking to each other.

Miriam doesn’t have any more answers for the people than Moses does. She faces the same daunting desert;
she’s lived through the same life-altering miracle. What she has is a different way of responding. Moses is so
busy with God that it’s hard for him to really get the people he’s leading. Miriam is in among them, hearing their
fears, sharing their pain, and so the women follow her. Miriam’s answer to the people draws forth their song–in
celebration and joy, yes, but also giving voice to their fears and their pain.

And, to take this line of interpretation one more daring step further, it’s only after Miriam and the women’s song
that the Torah tells us that “Moses caused Israel to set out from the Red Sea.” While Moses was doing his
“God and I” thing, the people were stuck. Miriam’s answering gets them emotionally unstuck so they are ready
to move on.

We stand at a precipice like a character in a cartoon, arms windmilling wildly, not sure what comes next. Do we
plunge forward into an epic crash, or do we regain our balance and jump to safety? We don’t know. But if we
can be Miriams for each other in the coming year, if we can notice each other’s pain and answer it–even when
we have no answer to give–then we won’t suffer Alexander’s curse of “No one even answered.” We won’t be
stuck bearing what comes alone. We’ll be able to move into it, come what may.


